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Through Institutional Development project FDO is mobilizing vulnerable communities for their
organization in order to resolve their problems by taking initiatives and manage their own development
through transparent, equitable, inclusive, accountable and community demand driven processes. FDO's
most successful accomplishment is the identification of hundreds of community volunteers, whom we
call 'Activists', who have been instrumental in implementing all these activities. It is only this "Social
Capital" that will lead to sustainable community development.
Over the past decades, FDO has carried out several projects to strengthen the ultra-poor communities.
Gender Based Violence project is amongst those successful projects line where FDO works tirelessly to
promote social transformation , reducing prevalence of gender based violence via radio programs and
new avenues in order to increase awareness and link (men & women, girls and boys of PPAF-funded
communities where COs, VOs, and LSOs, have been formed) with government agencies such as the
Women Development Department (WDD) and Non-Formal Literacy and Basic Education (NFLBE)
Department of Government of Punjab, who are looking to create modes of service delivery at the grassroots level. The legislations and role of law enforcement personnel/institutions is useless unless it is well
taken by the people whom it is intended for. The project envisages intense and extensive awareness
building programmes, throughout the project total 312 listener clubs meeting were conducted in which
approximately 600 persons both male and female were prepared to benefit from the relevant stakeholder
as the beneficiary of the project.
Gender Based Violence (GBV) is deeply rooted in social norms and values that discriminate against
women. Behavior and attitude change for forging values around gender equality and human rights will
help mainstream gender in development activities.
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Introduction

Farmers Development Organization is working in southern Punjab, FDO was established in 1996 as a
non-profit and non-governmental public interest organization. It was registered in 2014 under section 42
of Companies Ordinance act 1984, since its establishment FDO is sensitizing the rural communities
about their personal, social, political and economic rights benefiting hundreds of peasants, women and
general communities. The organization has a history of designing its projects subsequent to conducting
assessments of the problems of people. FDO is promoting communal harmony among different
segments of society. Institutional Development project in Collaboration with PPAF is working in 06
Union Councils of Bosan Town.

Scope of the Project

Pilot Coverage
Implementing Organization

Farmers Development Organization - Multan

Partne Organization

Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund

No. of Village Organization

13 Village Organization (VOs) with membership of 600 members

Number of Workshops

2 (1 Orientation workshop and 1 Closing Project Evaluation workshop)
with Listener Club Coordinator

Number of Beneficiaries

600 (300 women and 300 Men) to be sensitized

Radio Programming

12 Programs - with repeat airing weekly over a period of 3-4 months

Listeners Clubs

26 (13 Women & 13 Men)

Timeline

6 Months
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GBV Pilot project focuses on bringing women from communities to tell their stories to wider audiences,
using the tool of radio programming. To change mindsets of men and women, GBV project address the
wider public at one level while then working closely with identified groups and individuals to assess how
solutions can be framed and implemented. The radio programs listened regularly by listeners clubs that
were made up of representatives of CO men, women and youth (mixed groups). These listeners' clubs
were the point through which solutions for women's issues were sought, debated and then put into action
by relevant department. Uks, a non-profit research, resource and publication center, works to promote
the reflection of a neutral, balanced and unbiased approach to women and women's issues within, and
through the media. The Center has already won the support of many journalists, human rights and
women's rights activists, academics and other like-minded groups. They have prepared the 12 radio
programs with the name of “Roshan Rahain” which was related to women issues and gender based
violence.
Project activities start off with situation analysis base line survey and then orientation workshop with
village organizations. Based on this, women from the communities brought in to tell their stories
directly, through radio programs, and these stories reflect gender biases and obstacles, but also provide
opportunities by bringing in members of government, rights activists and others to provide advice and
guidance of what can be done at individual, community and government levels.
A one introductory workshop organized for 13 VOs, 3 members of each VO oriented about the program.
These were followed at the end of the pilot by another workshop during which lessons learned; impact
and sustainability issues discussed and reviewed.
A radio program based on 24 episodes (12 programmes with a repeat episode every week) prepared by
Uks and aired through Radio Pakistan for listeners' club. Uks worked closely with the listeners clubs
formed by FDO and created the space and environment for open discussion, debate and development of
solutions.
The Gender Based violence Project was implemented in 6 union council of District Multan. Following
are the UCs of Multan
1)
Buch Khusroabad
2)
Punj Koha
3)
Durana Langana
4)
Binda Sandila
5)
Lutfabad
6)
Salhey mahy

Project Objective:
1)
2)

Facilitate the collection and dissemination of primary information on GBV
Create an enabling environment in which community institutions can create networks and
linkages for the successful mobilization of their communities to resolve the complex challenges of
gender based violence that affects women's access to resources and their benefits.

Project Methodology:
PPAF

FDO
UKs
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The Project

This pilot aims to create awareness and link men & women, girls and boys of PPAF-funded communities
where COs, VOs, and LSOs, have been formed with government agencies.

FDO
Project
Coordinator
Listener
Club
Supervisor
Listener
Club
Coordinator

Listener
Club
Coordinator

Listener
Club
Male

Listener
Club
Female

VOs

VOs

VOs

Activities
Sr. # Project Activities

Target

Achievements

1

Base Line Survey

500HH

500HH

2

Orientation Workshop

1

1

3

Listener Clubs Meetings

312

312

4

Closing Workshop

1

1
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Base Line Survey

One day orientation meeting was arranged in FDO Central Office on 9 June, 2015 before conducting the
base line survey in field. Mr. Niaz Hussain from Monitoring and Evaluation Unit, & Mr. Shams Tabraiz
researcher from PPAF briefly explained the enumerators that what is sampling (Selection of Area,
Population, Direction, HH Intervals etc) and how to fill the base line survey questionnaire step by step
.10 Days Baseline Survey from 10-18 June, 2015 was conducted in Total 500 Household (250 Female,
250 Male) of Union Council Binda Sandila. Data entry operator entered the data of questionnaire forms
into MIS provided by PPAF.

Orientation Workshop

Orientation meeting was conducted at Shah Jahan hotel Multan in which total 40 (3-4 members from 13
VOs ) participated and oriented about the project activities by the Uks Team Ms.Shaista Yasmeen and
Qudsia. They explain about the project, that how the community will help in ending the gender based
violence through radio program.
26 listeners clubs made at the community level and oriented that how facilitator from the community
first listen the on-air programs 2 times in a month and how they will arrange a 2 hours meeting called as
“Listener club meeting” in which community will listen the off air/recorded radio programs. Listener
Clubs coordinators were then explained that how they will facilitate the meeting after listening the
program, generate the discussion on the topic discussed in the program and to engage the community in
such a way that they participate in this discussion actively. The listener clubs coordinators also have to
record the feedback of community on the radio programs at the end of the each meeting.

Outcomes of that session were:
Ø
Participants were able to understand the aims and objectives of listener's club
Ø
Participants were able to understand the impact of GBV on individual and family
Ø
Session participants feel empowered to raise voice on GBV
Ø
Topics, Issues and Stories were covered and highlighted for the future radio programs productions
on ending gender based violence
Ø
Coordinators were able to organise and conduct listener's club
At the end Ms.Tabbasum Baloach Manager /Gender Coordinator Institutional Development Unit PPAF,
Mr.Naeem Haider Monitoring Unit PPAF, Ms. Sultana Shaheen MPA and Ms Zahra Batool form SPO
appreciated the project initiative.

Orientation Workshop

Group Work

Group Presentation
Press Coverage
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Orientation Workshop

Orientation workshop GBV

Group Photo
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Group Photo

Listener Clubs

A radio program Roshan Rahin based on 24 episodes (12 programmes with a repeat episode every week)
prepared by Uks and aired through Radio Pakistan for listeners' club. In these 12 program almost 600
number of women, girls, man boys, participated. Organizing women girls and men & boys into self-help
groups has been identified by FDO, as a strong approach to bring the women and men together to build
their knowledge and skills regarding different gender based violence issues and help to provide social
empowerment.
The listener club coordinators formed the groups of 20 to 25 people and they were supposed to listen the
radio programs. The purpose of this club is to provide a plat form to the community people where they
can come, sit together and share their problem related to violence.
The weekly meetings enable women & men to talk about personal and societal matters, to seek solutions,
encourage helping others and to recognize that their strength was in their unity were started.
Community give very positive responses after listening the programs most of them liked the programs
which were on early age marriage, cross marriages and education for women. After listening the radio
programs they felt bad for the victims and condemn the negative behaviors that prevail in our society and
what they hear in the stories. Program not only changes their own mind but they also feel motivated to
help neighbor, family and friends who are facing the same problems. They really liked the real stories and
spontaneously shared the related stories .The community not only listen the program by themselves but
also they shared the stories and information to their families and friends.
Coordinators were given all the relevant stake holders numbers and details of their roles which includes
the number of Dastageer legal aid center, Darul Aman, Police, Edhi Home, SOS Village, and Women
Development Department. A positive impact seen after the programs when community share that before
listening to the programs we think that if there is violence on women by man then it can be accepted, as
women has to protect the children and its impossible for women to earn the bread at her own, they keep
silence on these kind of issue and leaving the issues unresolved by thinking it's the family own personal
matter but after listening the programs their perspective had changed now they feel that they should
encourage the survivors if she wants to prosecute instead of showing the negative behaviors , as in every
program they listen that how the people in the stories overcome their problems by taking the help from
different Govt. departments. Many parents' husbands and brother give permission to their family women
to study further and to work which they were not allowing before listening to the programs. Some of the
victims also contacted to the Dastageer legal aid center and registered their cases.
Women, particularly girls, are often marginalized in the community for cultural reasons, especially
education. Radio program which was focused on the girl's education and women involvement in the
family dialogue sessions was appreciated widely. Not only women but men also encourage the topics as
they think by this way women & girls can better raise their concerns including issues related to
reproductive health, and GBV risks to share experiences with their family members.
Also, the practice of organizing women and men into self-help groups has proved to be a sustainable
route towards ending gender inequality in terms of improving access to institutions and strengthening the
rural women.
Radio Program Topics: Introductory program, Domestic Violence, Early Age Marriages, Divorce,
Security of Women in GBV, Court Marriage, Maternal Health, Education, Postive Role in Society, Right
of Inheritance , Govt. & Media Role and Dialogue.
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Listener Clubs

Listener Clubs

Comments from the Listener Clubs Coordinators

Comments from the Community
Community understanding of domestic violence is improved. Many of the men said their eyes had been
opened during the meetings. “Before, we had no idea that violence against women could be more than
physical,” explains by male listener club of
Durana Langana
“I had never focused on the victim. This was
the first time I learned about empathic
communication with victims without listening
this program I never have had the chance to
learn this information in my regular life.”
Mr.Mohammad Waqas from Buch Khusro
Abad.
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All the listener clubs coordinator gives their feedback and shared the lesson they have learnt during the
implementation of the projects.
In essence, women are the main victims of gender-based violence, and such violence is a breach of their
fundamental rights to life, safety, freedom, dignity, and physical and emotional integrity. Violation of
these rights cannot be tolerated or excused on any ground. Prevention is essential and requires education
and knowledge, the development of networking and partnerships, and the exchange of good practices to
encourage the development of the most effective legislation and policies and the actualization of their
measures.

Feed Back/ Positive Spinoffs
A positive outcome and progressive change being taken place subsequent to the project activities among
the target population is that increased number of women are contacting with Dastageer legal aid center
genuine complaints of violence and discrimination
The capacity of the community is enhanced to report and socially empower members to mitigate
incidences, addressing a wider community in awareness raising activities - radio programming may
mitigate. The radio awareness raising programs pulled the community in, and made them think about,
discuss and engage in the topic in a way they had never done before.
Women gradually and steadily empowered and made aware of their legal and constitutional rights. They
also have become bold and confident to face the consequential fury and wrath of an irked male
community
Not only women but also the men enhanced their understanding of violence against women issues, which
enables them to become catalyst of development and social change. As a result, women manifest growth
in self confidence and skill to protect women from violence and abuse
Before the project, Community didn't know about all the forms violence against women can take, and also
the concept of violence based on gender. These programs made the community understand that they
needed to work on prevention and instead of posture the violence they should encourage women to
prosecute and help them through the process.
From the programs Many of the community listeners have taken on additional initiatives to educate
themselves, their family and their communities to do more to raise the awareness of people around them.”
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Closing Workshop

th

One day Closing workshop was organized on 17 of September, 2015. The purpose of the workshop was
to measure that at what extent the project improved access to networks /departments /institutions, to
measure the changed behavior of the communities and of men specially to reduce gender-based violence
and how did the project bring in the lives of women as a result of the project activities.
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Closing Workshop
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Closing Workshop

Summary of Overall Achievements

Beneficiaries

Sr. # Description of Activities

Male

Female

Total

1

Project Orientation Workshop

21

17

38

2

Enumerator Expert for Survey

2

3

5

3

Total Listener Clubs

13

13

26

4

Listener Clubs Awareness Meeting

156

156

312

5

Listener Club Members

300

300

600

6

Indirect Beneficiaries (HH)

300 HH

300 HH

600 HH

7

Indirect Beneficiaries (Persons)

2100

2100

4200

8

Project Closing Workshop

13

16

29

Project Closing Workshop
Indirect Beneficiaries
Listener Club Members
Listener Clubs Meeting
Listener Clubs
Enumerator Expert
Project Orientation Workshop
0

50

100

Female

150

200

250

300

350

Male
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Monitoring and Evaluation Process:
Monitoring and Evaluation Process (MER) Unit was fully involved to ensure the quality of the program. Monitoring
plan was developed by the MER Unit for continuous facilitation to project team for the effective implementation.
MER officers had arranged daily and weekly visits in the field. The purpose of these monitoring visits was to
monitor the quality of running activities and highlight the area of improvement.
After the visits, debriefing was arranged with field staff and project coordinator to improve the quality of project
interventions. To ensure the quality and strong impact of activities, MER officer continuously visits the targeted
communities in order to ensure the quality, transparency and effectiveness of the project including the
accountability. During the Project period, MER officer has successfully visited to the field. It is regular practice in
FDO that FDO management and monitoring unit arrange de-briefing meeting by the end of the day so that gaps can
be overcome and best practices and learning can be shared and replicate. CO, VO and LSO executive body were also
involved in all activities.FDO Management also facilitates field team and gave suggestions to ensure quality of
work. Due to these visits, many gaps identified and suggested them timely.

Lesson Learnt:
A strategy of careful timing of controversial topics in agenda used to attract female especially male audiences of
listener clubs meeting to dispel resistance to sensitive topics. Coordinator opened the discussion with topics that
piqued the interest of men & women who would normally be apathetic or resistant to talk about on issues of genderbased violence like violence on pregnant women, reproductive health issues or court marriages.
Education, awareness, resources leads towards the sustainability and produced long-lasting results. The
combination of three key ingredients can made the strategy work. The radio programs used as a tool to educate
communities on their rights, resources needed to work on poverty, to maintain balance between relation of men and
women and to spread the awareness widely.
As most of the community is illiterate so they faced problems in understating the language other than their own
language. Radio is widely listen in the villages but visual program influence the community more effectively as it
may be easy to understand .
Women's discussion towards changing the social stigma and in taking initiatives to coordinate meeting and solve the
problems of GBV is highly encouraging.

Challenges
As the topic of the programs was on domestic violence that would obviously point fingers on the male partners of
victimized women, naturally there were heated discussions and arguments during the meetings. Some reacted
vehemently while others in mild tones. Although project activities were designed, orchestrated and presented in
order to stir the feelings of both men and women.
Before the awareness program community thinking was limited to traditional gender roles and social norms. Their
first thought was like if they engage women in decision making or support them to gain equal status to men in society
can destroy the male dominance or if they tried to encourage a prey to prosecute, for them this meant breaking up the
family unit.
Most of the women shared their problem but they were afraid to report or record. They think silence is the best option
as their mother did. Lacks of support of own family and weak economic condition restrain them to come forward
and speak out for themselves.
Ending Gender Based Violence is slow social change. There must be a holistic vision of gendered violence as a
societal problem and not merely a “women's issue the change at the outset may not be apparently measurable in the
beginning. It's a qualitative change that cannot be seen in measurable size. However, it reflects in the quality of life,
in the freedom of the women and cultural space they start sharing among themselves. Perseverance and
participation are two fundamental requirements in any such people-centered, participatory social movement.
Confidence of women and community support are two vital forces that are needed to ensure through the process.
Majority of women in the rural areas are illiterate and economically dependent for the proper implementation of
formulated laws
Case Studies:
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1)

Turn Mirror into windows

2)

From Awareness to Action

From Awareness to Action

Rubina Bibi 24years old with 3 kids, a girl and two boys, living in Chah Aamb wala Village ,Union
Council Binda Sandila, with her parents. Her parents managed to have her daughter married when she
was mere sixteen years old, with Mohammad Qasim in 2005. A newly married couple started living in
Christian colony.
Rubina Bibi and Muhammad Qasim lived happily in early days of their marriage. But with the passage of
time love from her husband started fading away day by day. Meanwhile she became the mother of 3
children. With the increasing number of family members made her husband take no interest and
responsibility in fulfilling their needs. Instead of giving his wife and children their rights and fulfilling
their need he wanted to marry again. Rubina bibi and her children were beaten up, mentally tortured not
from his husband only but from the other family members of her husband as well. Beating Rubina bibi
and children was slowly becoming a daily routine. Quarreling over small things often ended up Rubina
bibi being heavily bruised. He also threatened them about breathing out any words against him and his
violence, to anyone. Kids often fallen sick with his fear and were disturbed mentally and physically.
Living in a male dominant society under circumstances like Rubina bibi is not easy, you are not allowed to
speak up against your husband's brutality, and neither can u take a brave step to take separation or divorce
knowing that this society places no respect to such woman. In early age of their marriage Rubina bibi also
kept on maintaining silence against her husband's brutality for the sake of so called fake respect and for
the future of her three children. As it is said that devil's cruelty has no age limits, one day her husband with
the help of his brother beat her and her children and kicked them out of their house, where she has spent 10
years being silent, mentally tortured, physically humiliated. She along with her three children was thrown
out of the house.
Since the day she was thrown out of her husband house, she has been living with her parents, taking care
for her children single handedly. Earning bread for a single mother in country like Pakistan is not as easy
pill to swallow. Every visit of Qasim to see his Children ended up children being fallen sick of mental
disturbance and with the fear of violence. She was motivated and ready to push all the closed door to give
her children a good future, but life was no less than a nightmare for her as she had constraints of resources
and money. She belongs to poor family.
One day she joined the listener club of women and after that she comes to listen the radio programs
regularly every week. In one program she heard the story of women on radio who faced the same problem
she has faced. At the end of the program she heard the number of Dastageer legal aid centre. She asked
from the FDO's club coordinator Ms.Roshan to help her in getting the free legal aid. It was her decision to
take a bold step for the sake of the children. She contacted on the toll free number provided by listener
club coordinator and visited the Dastageer legal aid centre at FDO's Office to register her case and get free
legal assistance. In her case she demanded her maintenance right which has given to her at the time of her
marriage in contact from her husband. Which are 5 Marla land and 2000 Rs alimony.
“The radio programs worked on me as eye opener, FDO's Coordinator gives me direction and supports
me in accessing my legal right. I am hopeful to get justice said Rubina Bibi”
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One thing that this human race can't have a control on is “dream”.
Every person on the face of earth dreams, so does Nafeesa. Her only
dream that she has been carrying with herself is to become a nurse,
following an inspiration from her friend's elder sister, who is working
as a nurse in city hospital. It's easy to see a dream than to make it
happen. Family's custom was the biggest boundary for Nafeesa to
jump over and go for higher studies, as girls are not supposed to take
proper education in her family customs. Somehow Nafeesa managed
to study till middle school, but journey had to be it, as there was no high school in her whereabouts. She
eagerly asked her parents to support her, but this time despite of her parent's support their financial
condition was playing its part to stop her from going to higher school in some nearby villages. They were
already living hand to mouth.
One day Nafeesa's mother came to visit her married son's home in Sadiqabad where her daughter-in-law
was going to attend the listener club meeting. She joined her and listened to the radio program. Nasfeesa's
mother was inspired after hearing the story of struggling girl who studied, worked and saved her home
from disaster. While returning back to home after listening the program she was thinking about her own
daughter who wants to study further .She talked to her husband and elder son and convinced them that
Nasfeesa should study further if she wants. For that Nafeesa shifted from her parents' home to her
brothers' home who lived in Sadiqabad and where high school facility is available.

“There is always a way, if there is a will”
Her brother is now not only supporting his own family but Nafeesa, his younger brother and his father's
sister who got divorce at young age. Now Nafeesa comes regularly with her brother's wife to listen the
radio program that became the new hope in her life. As for the matter of Nafeesa's education her mother
supports her alot Nafesa's mother supports her a lot and influence the passive behavior of her son and
husband.
She got admission in 9th class of Al-Sultan Model School Sadiqabad. She is so happy now and aims to
give happiness and peace to her family as she knows without her family support she cannot achieve her
goal.
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Turn Mirror into Windows

Nafeesa Haq Nawaz accompanied with two brothers and three married
sisters, is fifteen year old. Family has nowhere to live but on a land
provided by the landlord, in village Tahir Pur, where her parents also
worked as a labor to earn bread and butter for the family. There is no
other domestic source of income or opportunity from where they can
improve their economic conditions and get better livelihood.
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